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    Eager to try this exciting new form of twenty-first century communication? This book makes it easy! A groundbreaking vlogger shows you what you need to get started, how to turn your text blog into a videoblog, how to make things easy for your adoring public, and even how to deal with little snags like stage fright.    

    Discover how to     

	Stamp your vlog with your personality and passion     
	Choose and use the right hardware and software     
	Script your vlog or wing it — with riveting results     
	Shoot and edit video     
	Host your vlog and set up RSS feeds



About the Author

Stephanie Bryant is a technical writer from Santa Cruz, California. She’s been writing professionally for ten years, and has written two books on Web design and graphics. Her first video posted to the Internet was a 30-second clip of finding her first book on HTML in a Parisian bookstore.

    In May of 2005, Stephanie started a personal videoblog, after having been a text blogger for three years. She now co-presents seminars on videoblogging and the law, covering technological aspects to help those in the legal professions to make informed arguments about the intellectual property and other legal aspects of this emerging technology.

    When she’s not writing, Stephanie writes! A four-year winner in National Novel Writing Month, she’s written five novels, keeps several blogs and videoblogs, and still maintains a healthy handwritten correspondence with a few friends and family members. She is married and has one cat and several betta fish.
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iOS 9 Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and publish an iOS game from scratch using the stunning features of iOS 9


	About This Book

	
		Create storyboards in Xcode from concept to code and design
	
		Chalk out your game's overall navigation and structure
	
		Work with 2D and 3D game development tools

...
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Simulation and Serious Games for Education (Gaming Media and Social Effects)Springer, 2016

	
		This book introduces state-of-the-art research on simulation and serious games for education. The major part of this book is based on selected work presented at the 2014 Asia-Europe Symposium on Simulation and Serious Games held in Windesheim University of Applied Sciences, the Netherlands (Oct 1–2, 2014).
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XML Processing with Perl, Python, and PHPSybex, 2001

	-The only book that focuses on the usage of XML with the most popular scripting languages, including Perl, Python, PHP, Ruby, Rebol, TCL, and Mac OS X's AppleScript.

	-Complete coverage of the core XML processing issues, including the basics of parsing XML documents, converting XML to and from different formats and translating...
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Learning Robotics using PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, simulate, program, and prototype an interactive autonomous mobile robot from scratch with the help of Python, ROS, and Open-CV!


	About This Book

	
		Design, simulate, build and program an interactive autonomous mobile robot
	
		Program Robot Operating System using Python
	
		Get...
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iPhone 4S All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012


	Apple has built its reputation on creating user-friendly products.

	Browsing the FingerTips guide that comes with your iPhone or even

	reading the more extensive iPhone User’s Guide gives you enough information

	to use a portion of your iPhone’s capabilities. We think that’s kind of like

	using 10 percent of your...
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Get Ready for OpenIDConformix Technologies, 2008
This is the first book written on the OpenID system and it provides comprehensive information to beginners and mid level programmers of OpenID. The book includes topics like: o Introduction to identity management o Creating OpenID identities o Using OpenID to login to web sites o Understanding the OpenID protocol o Structure of OpenID messages o...
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